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Abstrat: Ad ho networking spei hallenges foster a strong researh eort on eient protools design.
Routing protools based on a self-organized struture have been studied prinipally for the robustness and the
salability they provide. On the other hand, self-organization shemes may derease the network apaity sine
they onentrate the tra on privileged links. This paper presents four models for evaluating the apaity
of a routing shemes on 802.11 like networks. Our approah onsists in modeling the radio resoure sharing
priniples of 802.11 like MAC protools as a set of linear onstraints. We have implemented two models of
fairness. The rst one assumes that nodes have a fair aess to the hannel, while the seond one assumes
that on the radio links. We then develop a pessimisti and an optimisti senarii of spatial re-utilization of the
medium, yielding a lower bound and an upper bound on the network apaity for eah fairness ase. Our models
are independent of the routing protools and provide therefore a relevant framework for their omparison. We
apply our models to a omparative analysis of the well-known shortest path base at routing protool OLSR
against two main self-organized struture approahes, VSR, and Wu & Li's protools. This study onludes on
the relevane of self-organized approahes from the network apaity point of view.
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Sur la apaité des réseaux ad ho et hybrides à plat et auto-organisés
Résumé : Les réseaux ad ho onentrent un eort de reherhe important sur la oneption de protooles
eaes. Les protooles de routage basés sur une auto-organisation ont été prinipalement étudiés pour leurs
propriétés de robustesse et de passage à l'éhelle. Cependant, une auto-organisation pourrait peut-être engendrer
une diminution de la apaité réseau puisqu'elle onentre le tra sur quelques liens radio privilégiés. Cet artile
présente quatre modèles pour évaluer la apaité d'un protoole de routage dans des réseaux ieee 802.11. Notre
approhe onsiste à modéliser omme des ontraintes linéaires le partage de ressoures radio de protooles MAC
tels que ieee 802.11. Nous avons implémenté deux modèles d'équité. Le premier suppose que les n÷uds ont un
aès équitable au anal radio, tandis que le seond suppose une équité entre liens radio. Ensuite, nous avons
développé des senarii de réutilisation spatiale optimiste et pessimiste du médium radio, réant respetivement
une borne inférieure et supérieure de la apaité. Nos modèles sont indépendants du routage, et fournissent ainsi
un framework pertinent pour leur omparaison. Nous avons appliqué es modèles à une analyse omparative du
protoole de routage du plus ourt hemin (OLSR) et de deux approhes auto-organisées (VSR et Wu & Li).
Cette étude onlue sur la pertinene des approhes auto-organisées du point de vue de la apaité réseau.
Mots-lés : apaité, auto-organisation, interférenes radio, réseaux ad ho, réseaux hybrides
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1 Introdution
MANet (Mobile Ad ho NETworks) are spontaneous topologies of mobile nodes where eah of them ollabo-
rate in order to propose servies like routing, loalization, et. Eah terminal an ommuniate via wireless
links without preonditioned xed infrastruture [20℄. Moreover, the network must funtion autonomously,
without any human intervention. To send pakets from a soure to a destination, either the destination is in
the neighborhood of the soure or intermediary nodes must relay the pakets through a dynami route. To
reah this goal, the nodes must ollaborate and exhange ontrol information to set up routes in the network.
Indeed, eah node is both lient and router. Beause of the nodes mobility, radio links are reated and deleted
ontinuously leading to topology hanges. So, self-adaptation of the network to the dynamiity is a major issue
of MANet. Ad ho networks thanks to their exibility are promised to a large spetrum of utilization. They
ould be useful for military operations, allowing radio onnetions from vehiles to soldiers without systematial
satellite ommuniations. MANet ould be used for resue operations after a earthquake having destroyed all
teleommuniations infrastrutures. More generally, MANet ould be deployed in any senario of spontaneous
information sharing (onferene, lassroom, home,. . . ).
Ad ho networks an be onneted to the Internet, via a dediated devie, the wireless aess point (AP),
onstituting a gateway between the wired world and the ad ho network. These networks are often alled hybrid
networks onstituting wireless multihops ellular networks. We think that hybrid networks onstitute a natural
evolution of aess networks. These networks ould be used by teleommuniations operator to extend heaply
the radio overing area of their ellular networks. Hybrid networks ould also be intensively used in house
automation networks, interonneting personal servies gateways at home to the Internet and their servies
providers.
Ad ho and hybrid networks remain a large sienti domain to study. Classial networking solutions must
be re-oneived beause of the partiular onstraints of ad ho networks: radio links impliate a low band-
width, radio interferenes, links instability reating rapid topology hanges, a low reliability and paket losses.
Moreover, ad ho networks are mainly onstituted by embedded terminals, presenting onstraints in power-
energy, CPU, memory. . . The network must ollaborate to nd a suitable power-energy saving poliy. Several
problems remain to be solved: addresses attribution, a solution to seure ommuniations, an eient interon-
netion to the Internet, a mobility management protool, a routing protool presenting high performanes with
an aeptable overhead. . . Finally, the ooding in ad ho networks presents important problems of reliability,
transmissions redundany and ollisions: the broadast storm problem [18℄.
In our point of view, self-organization an answer to the above key problems. The self-organization deals
with virtual topologies in order to simplify ad ho topologies. For example, virtual topologies an be onstituted
by a bakbone [28℄, or a ombination of a bakbone and lusters [24℄. The goal is to oer ontrol on the MANet.
Advantages of virtual topologies are:
 To take into aount heterogeneous nodes, a virtual topology an lassify strongest nodes as dominants
and others as dominatees. Dominants partiipate in the virtual topology in order to minimize the energy
onsumption (e.g.), hierarhizing the ontributions.
 to hide neighborhood hanges using a top-level view of MANet. A virtual topology stabilizes the neigh-
borhood and simplies the network topology
 to failitate the integration of MANet in wireless/wired networks using the root of the virtual bakbone.
It an be viewed as a spontaneous wireless extension of wired infrastrutures. It oers a natural way to
manage hybrid networks
 to improve the salability: beause MANet are onstituted by many nodes, lusters ould group mobile
nodes and a bakbone ould onentrate ooding pakets to minimize the broadast storm problem. So
it is possible to provide salable routing protools: a loal routing protool restrited to the luster only
and a global routing protool using the bakbone
 to oer a framework to implement new servies like mobility management, paging and loalization servies,
native multiast support, et
Beause the self-organization seems to be an interesting way to manage MANet and beause some privileged
links and nodes are seleted, the apaity of self-organized networks should be onsidered. When routing
protools based on self-organization are studied [27℄, routes are often more robust but present a sub-optimal
length. Moreover, beause some nodes and links are privileged, a self-organization not well-oneived or exploited
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ould reate bottleneks in the network and, nally, the apaity would derease. Consequently, it would be
interesting to study the impat of a self-organization on the network apaity and how the apaity is modied
aording to a virtual topology.
We fous here on the evaluation of the apaity of ad ho and hybrid networks, i.e. the sum of the maximum
throughput of all ow in the network. Through this evaluation, we propose to ompare the apaity of self-
organized and at networks. This artile makes two main ontributions to the understanding of ad ho networks.
First, it provides a omplete modeling of radio interferenes using loal nodes interations, and gives lower and
upper bounds on the ahievable apaity, reating a distintion for the upper bound between the broadast
and the uniast tra. We hose to model a fair medium aess: eah node has the same probability as its
neighbors to transmit one paket. Seondly, it provides two denitions of the network apaity and ompare
at and self-organized routing shemes.
Next, we will expose the related work about the evaluation of the apaity. Besides, we introdue lassial
and self-organized routing solutions. The setion 3 provides a full model of radio interferenes and nodes
interations. Lower and upper bounds of the loal apaity are also introdued. The setion 6 presents the
study of two partiular ases: the line and the grid. In the setion 5 are proposed two denitions of the network
apaity with two assoiated evaluation funtions. Results are given in setion 7 in order to ompare apaity
of at and self-organized routing protools. Finally, we onlude the artile and expose some perspetives.
2 Related Work
2.1 Capaity Estimation
Ad ho networks seem promised to a large spetrum of appliations. However, beause of their struture, a
user will not have the same throughput as in ellular networks. Hene, the apaity evaluation represents a key
point to oneive adequate appliations.
2.1.1 The apaity of ad ho networks
Gupta & Kumar [8℄ present a pioneering work in this domain. The authors propose an interferene model based
on the reeiver. Let range(u) be the radio range of the node u, and d(u, v) be the distane from u to v. The
transmission from a node u to a node v is suessful if d(u, v) < range(u) and if there does not exist any other
transmitting node n nearer than (1 +∆)r(n) of v. The authors dene the apaity as the aggregate ahievable
throughput. A throughput is ahievable if eah node in the network an send this quantity of pakets aording
to spatial and sheduling onstraints. The authors onstrut a Voronoi Tessellation, reating ells. Two ells
an ommuniate diretly if they have a ommon point. In the same way, two ells are interfering if there
exist two points interfering with eah other. Aording to the interferene model, the number of interfering
neighbors for a ell is in onsequene bounded. The authors propose a sheduling sheme, and then a route
onstrution approximating a shortest route in length. Let n be the number of nodes in the network. If the
nodes are randomly plaed on the sphere, the tra is randomly distributed, and the radio range is idential
for eah node, the apaity per node is:
Θ
(
1√
n · log(n)
)
(1)
Even when m pure relay nodes are added uniquely to forward the tra of the n other nodes, the apaity is:
Θ
(
n+m
n
√
(n+m) · log(n+m)
)
(2)
However, if nodes are optimally plaed, hoosing optimally their radio range, the apaity per node is:
O
(
1√
n
)
(3)
In onsequene, even in an optimal ase, the apaity per node dereases when the number of nodes inreases in
the network. Intuitively, the inreasing number of nodes allows an inreasing spatial onurreny and frequeny
reuse of the radio medium. However, the route length inreases in O(
√
n). The aggregate throughput of the
network inreases in O(
√
n), giving nally the above result.
INRIA
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The authors present an asymptoti study of the apaity of ad ho networks, independent of a partiular
routing protool, or any distributed sheduling tehnology. This onstitutes its strength and its weakness:
this apaity does not reet the radio medium sharing of 802.11 for example. Moreover, the interferene
model entered on the reeiver is dierent from 802.11 for example: MAC aknowledgments being required,
a ommuniation is de fato (at least temporary) bidiretional. Finally, the apaity is inherently dependent
from the routing protools. Optimal routes will improve the global throughput, shortest routes an derease it
[6℄. However, the authors don't take into aount a not-optimal partiular routing strategy. In onsequene,
although a study of the apaity proposed by dierent routing protools ould be interesting, suh a work is
not diretly feasible with the proposition of Gupta & Kumar.
2.1.2 How to inrease the apaity ?
After this dramati onlusion, [7℄ proposes to improve the apaity of ad ho networks, taking into aount the
mobility. The goal is to derease the route length: the less paket retransmissions our, the more the apaity
is improved. A soure is a stati node and forwards its pakets to pure relay nodes. Relay nodes are mobile
and forward the paket diretly to the destination when it is diretly in the radio range. The route length is
in onlusion onstant. As a onsequene, the apaity per node remains onstant in O(1). However, the delay
ould be arbitrarily high, whih is inompatible with the majority of appliations. Moreover, the mobility of
relay nodes is supposed ompletely random, whih onstitutes a strong hypothesis. [1℄ tries to improve the
apaity per node in limiting the end-to-end delay. However, some strong assumptions are done. First, the
destination must be a stati node. Seondly, the diretion, speed and destination of the mobile nodes must
be known by the node itself and its neighbors, requiring a GPS. Finally, the loation of the destination must
be known a priori, aording to a sheme not presented in the artile. In onlusion, we think suh a sheme
diult to apply in realisti environments.
2.1.3 The apaity of hybrid networks
Several artiles [13, 17, 31℄ propose to extend the work of Gupta & Kumar [8℄ to hybrid networks. [13, 17, 31℄
use the same interferene model as presented in [8℄. Hybrid networks allow to deploy Aess Points (AP) in the
ad ho network. These AP are onneted via wired links: they onstitute gateways to the Internet, or shortuts
in the network. Hene, these networks will surely be largely deployed in the future for domesti automation,
for multihops Internet onnetivity [3℄. . . It ould be interesting to study the apaity evolution: it ould be
improved in using the wired bakbone, or inversely redued beause of the reation of hotspots (AP ould reeive
tra from many lients and onstitute a bottlenek).
[9℄ presents a performane omparison of ellular and multihops networks. The authors propose to measure
the network apaity in the following manner: a node hooses a random neighbor as destination. Thus, the
tra pattern reates a Maximal Independent Set. All other results in [9℄ don't mention the tra pattern, and
moreover, the apaity is measured through simulations. Hene, the dependability of the simulator, parameters,
environment ould be problemati. The results are thus diultly generalizable.
In [13℄, nodes and Aess Points (AP) are randomly distributed on a disk. The authors onstrut a Voronoi
tessellation. Finally, if the ad ho network is required to be onneted without the help of the infrastruture,
the apaity is:
O
(
1
log(n)
)
(4)
If the network is onneted, potentially through AP, the apaity is:
O
(
1√
nlog(n)
)
(5)
This onstitutes a little improvement in the apaity, although the apaity is not yet in O(1).
In [17℄, m AP are plaed on a regular grid (onsequently improving the apaity), and n nodes are randomly
distributed on a disk. A Voronoi tessellation is here also onstruted. The radio range is uniform among the
nodes. The routing strategy is as follows. The soure sends diretly the paket to the destination if it is in
one of the k nearest ells. Else, the paket is sent to the nearest AP. This AP will forward the paket to an
AP in the ell of the destination. the parameter k allows to propose a load balaning among the ad ho and
infrastruture nodes. The authors propose to study the global aggregated throughput. Hene, the tra of
partiular nodes ould be null. Suh an unfairness is in ontradition with the denition of ad ho networks.
RR n° 0123456789
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The impossibility to ommuniate for a node ould be problemati for several appliations. Let T (m,n) be the
global ahievable tra. The authors identify dierent saling regime in the growth in the number of AP:
m = o(
√
n) ⇒ T (m,n) = Θ
(√
n
log
(
n
m2
)
)
(6)
m = Ω(
√
n) ⇒ T (m,n) = Θ(m) (7)
In [31℄, the authors propose to extend the work of [17℄ in studying one additional saling regime for the
growth of the number of AP, in plaing randomly both nodes and AP, introduing fairness among the nodes
and in proposing an heterogeneous and adjusted radio range for AP. Let λ(n,m) be the apaity per node with
n nodes and m AP.
m ≤
√
n
log n
⇒ λ(n,m) = Θ
(
1√
n log n
)
(8)√
n
log n
≤ m ≤ n
log n
⇒ λ(n,m) = Θ
(m
n
)
(9)
m ≤ n/log n ⇒ λ(n,m) = Θ
(
1
log n
)
(10)
The authors remark that in the rst regime (eq. 8), ommuniations will uniquely use the ad ho mode, the
number of AP being too small. In the third regime (eq. 10), the apaity reahes an asymptoti maximum even
when the number of AP beomes arbitrarily high. This orroborates the results of [13℄.
2.1.4 Evaluation of the apaity through simulations
In [16℄, the throughput of the hain and grid topologies are studied. The authors show through simulations that
802.11 does not ahieve the maximal theoreti apaity. Finally, they propose a tra pattern whih allows
a salable apaity: the problem being an inreasing route length when the number of nodes inreases, it is
suient to limit this growth. The probability that a node ommuniates with another node at the distane x
is:
p(x) =
xα∫ √A
ǫ
tαdt
With A being the surfae area, ǫ the minimum distane from a soure to a destination and α a parameter of
the tra pattern. The apaity is in O(1) only if α < −2. However, suh a loal tra pattern an not be
applied to all appliations.
[14℄ studies the apaity of ad ho networks through simulations. All nodes generate some tra aording
to a rate µ, with a random destination for eah paket. A paket is forwarded along the shortest path in hops.
The authors model the behavior of an ideal MAC layer: during the slot t, a random node S1 with a not null
paket buer is rstly hosen. It sends its rst paket in the buer to the next hop D1. As a onsequene, S1 and
D1 blok all their neighbors, the interfering nodes. Thus, the interferene model follows the transmitter/reeiver
model desribed above. Then, another node Si is randomly hosen. If it is not bloked, i.e. in interferene
with another node, it is seleted and sends the rst paket of its buer to the next hop Di. If Di is bloked, Si
will try to send the rst paket of its buer whih is intended to one node not bloked during the slot t. This
alloation sheme seems for us near from the 802.11 behavior, as explained further. The apaity estimation is
based on simulations without analytial study.
2.1.5 AP plaement to optimize the apaity
[22℄ deals with the problem of apaity optimization in the plaement of AP. The problem is to minimize the
number of AP aording to the quantity of tra required by eah node. The authors propose a LP formulation
of the dierent onstraints, and greedy algorithms allowing the plaement of AP. They propose 3 interferene
models. However, the most sophistiated model proposes a throughput whih dereases linearly with the route
length, translating a marosopi behavior, and deleting the loal problems of radio resoure sharing, important
in radio transmissions.
INRIA
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2.1.6 LP formulation of the problem of apaity
In [11℄, lp helps to model the apaity of ad ho networks. The authors fous on the apaity when the
topology and the tra workload are given, whih is the problem we treat. The LP formulation models the
apaity problem as a multiows problem. However, the omplexity of suh a formulation resides in the apaity
estimation of eah edge. Hene, the authors propose a lower and an upper bound. A onit graph is onstruted
from the initial graph: a vertex is assoiated to eah edge, and there exists one edge in the onit graph between
two verties if the orresponding edges in the initial graph are interfering. The model of interferenes proposed
by the authors take into aount the Signal to Noise Ratio. The transmission from u to v is suessful if
SNRuv > threshold, the threshold being dependent of the network ard. In the noise is taken into aount
the ambient noise, and the signal of other transmitters reeived in v. In the lower bound, the authors estimate
that the maximum throughput is ahieved when a sheduling is ontained in an independent set. A linear
ombination of shedulings of edges that lie in an independent set is also ahievable. The authors propose to
nd several independent sets and to authorize at the time t one single independent set. The apaity alloated
to one edge e is the sum of ative independent sets in whih it appears. In a fair MAC layer, eah node reeives
a bandwidth proportional to the number of its neighbors trying to aess to the medium. In [11℄ the authors
propose to model an unfair MAC layer: all the MIS are onsidered equiprobable, although in a fair MAC layer,
the probability of seletion of a MIS depends on the nodes whih onstitute it and their order. We will see
further that our approah takes into aount suh a distributed fair medium sharing, reeting the desirable
interations of a distributed MAC layer.
[15℄ proposes a sheduling sheme maximizing the throughput from a group of soures to a group of desti-
nations. The artile deals with several interferenes models:
 Transmitter model: a node u an ommuniate with a node v if no node w exists nearer than (1 + ∆) ·
(range(u) + range(w)) from u. The radio range an be heterogeneous among the nodes
 Protool model: the interferene model of [8℄
 Transmitter/reeiver model: two edges an be ativated simultaneously if they are more than 2 hops far.
The authors propose a sheduling of radio links so that no two links ativated simultaneously are interfering.
The authors propose an algorithm to alloate loally the apaity. A greedy algorithm alloates slots to the
dierent edges aording to their dereasing eulidean length. A ondition is given so that the alloation is
ahievable: the apaity alloated to one edge e and to all edges longer than e and in interferene with e is
inferior to the radio bandwidth. Suh a sheduling ahieves a throughput being at most k less than the optimal
throughput, k being a onstant. The authors tend to underestimate the quantity of tra whih ould be sent:
when 2 edges e1 and e2 are interfering with one edge e, the apaity is shared among e, e1 and e2. However, e1
and e2 ould perhaps transmit pakets simultaneously. Our apaity estimation proposes a ner evaluation of
the loal resoure sharing in studying more preisely the interferene interations among the 2-neighborhood of
a node. Finally, the authors propose an interesting metri to model the fairness in ad ho networks: they limit
the ratio of the minimal throughput and the maximal throughput in the network by a onstant. This allows to
limit the disrimination of some ows.
2.2 Routing protools
Routing protools are very losely related to the apaity of ad ho networks. Aording to the seleted routes,
a network will not ahieve the same throughput. If a protool selets shortest routes in hops, the throughput
will not be maximal. Oppositely, if a protool disovers routes in order to distribute the load in the network,
avoiding the formation of hotspots and bottleneks, the global throughput will be improved. We present here
a short panorama of lassial routing protools whih are used in ad ho networks.
2.2.1 Flat Approahes
Routing is one of the major issue in ad ho networks: a good delivery ratio with a low delay and overhead
must be ahieved. Hene, many propositions were done [12, 21, 5℄. Two major approahes were proposed: the
reative and the proative protools.
In the proative approah, a node knows a priori a route toward eah other node in the network. If the
whole topology is known, it an ompute optimal routes using the Dijkstra algorithm for example. Suh a
solution ould be interesting if a node ommuniates with several destinations, hanging frequently along the
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time. Moreover, the delay is redued and optimal routes ould be omputed aording to several riteria
(hops, ongestion,. . . ). However, proative protools require the periodial ooding of topology pakets. As
we said, oodings ause quikly the broadast storm problem: the medium is heavily loaded, many ollisions
our. . . OLSR [5℄ proposes a solution to optimize the ooding, the Multi Point Relays : a node hooses a set
of 1-neighbors overing entirely its 2-neighborhood. Only these seleted 1-neighbors are authorized to forward
the topology pakets oming from this node. Nevertheless, the overhead remains important.
In the reative approah, a node does not know initially any route. It tries to disover a new route only
when needed, on demand. In AODV [21℄, a node whih wants to send a data paket and whih does not have
a route toward a destination sends a Route Request. This request is ooded in the network: eah node whih
reeives the paket forwards it in broadast. Any node whih knows a route to the destination (in the worst
ase the destination itself) an send a Route Reply, forwarded along the inverse route. Hene, the reative
protools require a delay to set up the route, before sending any data paket. However, the overhead ould be
redued if a node has only a few orresponding nodes. Flooding being here also used massively, the broadast
storm an our in the same way. Some mehanisms must be proposed to limit the impat of suh a ooding.
To model the behavior of a at approah, we onsider OLSR as a representative protool. Sine we use a
simplied representation of a routing protool, only some speial harateristis are useful: the shortest routes
omputed by OLSR are extrated from the topology and the average overhead per node is measured and injeted
in our LP formulation, as desribed later.
2.2.2 Self-organized approahes
Self-Organization through the onstrution and the maintenane of a virtual struture is an important topi
in ad ho networks [23, 24, 28℄. A virtual struture onsists in onstruting a virtual topology on the radio
topology: eah node ontrols the identity of its virtual neighbors, being a subset of its radio neighbors. In the
same way, some links are not used whereas over are privileged.
[28℄ proposes to selet some nodes to at as bakbone members. The eletion proess is ompletely loal,
reating a negligible overhead. This bakbone ould be used for the ooding optimization: a node sends a
paket in broadast, and only bakbone members are allowed to forward this paket. Hene, the gain of suh a
struture for ooding is
n
|BACKBONE| , n being the number of nodes in the network and BACKBONE being
the set of bakbone nodes. A node is delared dominatee, i.e. bakbone lient, if a onneted set of neighbors
with an higher weight onstitutes a dominating set of its whole neighborhood. Else, it is dominator. The
weight an be based on address, degree, energy. . . The ardinality of this CDS is learly not the ardinality of
the Minimum Conneted Dominating Set of the graph. However, this proposition is a good trade-o between
ardinality and overhead. [30℄ presents a routing protool for suh a struture: a node forwards its data paket
to the nearest bakbone member. Then, a lassial routing protool is exeuted on the bakbone topology.
However, the bakbone ould onstitute perhaps a bottlenek in the network, and more importantly suh a
routing sheme is not partiularly adapted to the virtual struture organization.
[24℄ presents a virtual struture omposed by both a virtual bakbone and lusters. The bakbone allows to
optimize information oodings and to reate a distintion between the lients and the bakbone members, ating
as masters. Clusters group together nodes geographially lose. These lusters represent exible servies areas,
with one leader per area, the lusterhead. In onlusion, suh a struture self-organizes the network and simplies
further servies deployment like routing, addresses attribution. . . Distributed proedures for onstrution and
maintenane were proposed to adapt automatially the struture to the topology hanges. Moreover, the
algorithms are self-stabilizing [25℄.
VSR [27℄ is a routing protool for ad ho networks adapted to suh a virtual struture. It is based and
designed to demonstrate that a self-organization is useful to route pakets. A node knows routes in its luster,
using a proative protool inside the luster. Oppositely, if a node must reah a destination outside its luster,
a route is disovered reatively using the virtual bakbone only. A route is in this ase onstituted of a list
of lusters id., stabilizing the route. The bakbone is useful to optimize the ooding aused by the route
disovering. Hene, some edges are not used for the ooding. We propose here to quantify the impat of this
topology redution.
[26℄ presents a routing and loalization protool for hybrid networks. In hybrid networks, the AP onstitutes
the single destination: nodes want to ommuniate uniquely with hosts in the Internet. Suh a routing sheme
benets from a virtual bakbone. In upload, a proative route is known a priori toward the root of the bakbone,
the AP. In download, the AP an disover reatively a route toward one of its lients, the virtual bakbone
helping to minimize the impat of ooding. Moreover, a gratuitous inverse route is reated on the y when a
node initiates a onnetion to the Internet. Hene, the overhead of reative route disovering will remain very
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low. Besides, as an extension, a routing sheme is proposed to route pakets diretly in ad ho mode, without
passing through the AP.
As a virtual topology is a subset of the radio topology maintaining the same radio range, it ould be
interesting to study the apaity assoiated to self-organization strutures. To evaluate the impat of the self-
organization on the apaity, we study VSR [27℄, somom [26℄ and Wu & Li [30℄ approahes. More preisely, only
a few harateristis of the protools are useful in our models: the routes atually omputed and the average
overhead assoiated to eah node in the network.
3 Hypothesis
In this setion we introdue two models of radio resoure sharing for wireless ieee 802.11-like networks.
Unlike other approahes desribed in Setion 2, our models aim at evaluating the apaity that is available
to the nodes for an input ouple (network,routing strategy).
More preisely, a disrete-event simulation proess provides for the input data of our models: the network
topology, the routes dened by the hosen routing protool, and the rates of the ontrol tra whih is loally
broadasted by eah node to their neighborhoods.
Eventually, our approah is based on the following key statements:
 The radio resoure available to a node depends on the ativity of its neighbors and on the MAC protool.
We fous on aknowledged protools (and onsequently to bidiretional links).
 These resoure sharing proesses indue loalized sets of onstraints on the bandwidth available for eah
node. The pessimisti and optimisti models mainly dier by these onstraints.
 We onsider the end to end tra as network ows that indue load on the links they ross, hene network-
wide global onstraints. This global view of the network spares onsidering eah data paket individually,
resulting in an aggregated, high level view of the data transportation.
 Combining global and loal onstraints yields a linear model for the transport apaity of the whole
network. Dierent notions of apaity might be dened, as detailed below, depending on the harateristis
of the network that is studied.
 The linear onstraints may exploit ombinatorial and mathematial results on wireless networks. Most of
these results are based on graph theory and stohasti analysis, and allow to save thousands of paket-level
simulation iterations.
Our linear programing models t the generi form desribed as lp 1. Radio resoure sharing onstraints
are dened for eah node. The data ow load onstraints added for eah route dene global onstraints on the
transport apaity of the network.
The set of the routes is given as P = {p = (s, u1, . . . , d)}, with s being the soure, d the destination, and
ui the i
th
intermediary node in the path. The objetive funtion gives the apaity that we want to evaluate.
Tra management equations desribe the ows that are to be arried by the network when data are sent on
a path p.
Linear Program 1 (Generi model)
Maximize Objetive funtion on P
Subjet to
Resoure sharing onstraints ∀ node u
around u
Tra management for p ∀ path p
In the following, we rst desribe some hypothesis and notations. Then, we present a set of resoure sharing
onstraints whih gives a pessimisti model of the MAC layer behavior, resulting in a lower bound on the overall
apaity of the network. Finally, we give an optimisti model, hene resulting in an upper bound. This model
is based on ombinatorial and stohasti onsiderations on the MAC layer behavior.
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3.1 Common hypothesis and notations
In order to develop a linear model of the radio resoure sharing, we need to assume some lassi hypothesis on
the MAC layer. Moreover, we assume a typial lient/server tra model, as follows:
1. Perfet radio hannel: we assume that the medium delivers a onstant bandwidth and does not orrupt
data transmissions.
2. Ideal MAC layer: there are no ollision, the bandwidth an be optimally used, and the probability to
aess to the medium is uniform.
3. Bi-diretional uniast ommuniations: if a node u sends a data tra to one of its neighbor v, v answers
with an aknowledgment: any other node interfering with u or v annot aess to the medium.
4. Control and topology maintenane tra is sent by u through a loal broadast preventing all nodes
within 2 hops of u (2-neighbors) from sending or reeiving any kind of tra.
We are using the following notations:
 bw is the available radio bandwidth. This gives the maximum amount of data that an be sent by one
terminal.
 f(p) is the throughput of the data sent on the path p.
 Let u be a node. T (u) is the total amount of tra sent by u: T (u) =
∑
v∈Γ(u) T (u, v) + Tc(u) with
 Γk(u) is the k-neighborhood of u, i.e. the set of the nodes at most k hops far from u. Γ1(u) is written
Γ(u) for short. Note that u ∈ Γk(u), ∀ k.
 ∆k(u) is the size of the k-neighborhood of u: ∆k(u) = |Γk(u)|.
 T (u, v) is the uniast tra on the physial link (u, v).
 Tc(u) is the broadast tra for ontrol and topology maintenane sent by u to its neighborhood.
Note that it is straightforward to write the tra management onstraints of lp 1 from the omposition of
T (u, v).
4 Models of radio resoure sharing
We propose two models of radio resoure sharing: the node-oriented fairness, and the link-oriented fairness. In
the rst model, eah vertex whih tries to aess to the radio medium reeives the same apaity. This models
well the lassial MAC layer protools. ieee 802.11 introdues a random bak-o delay for the nodes whih
want to aess to the medium. In optimal onditions, all the nodes will have the same probability to have the
medium. In the link-oriented fairness, eah radio link in an interferene area will reeive the same quantity of
apaity. Aording to us, this allows to avoid bottleneks: some nodes have many links, and must forward an
important quantity of tra. If these nodes reeive a apaity not proportional to the number of neighbors,
they will onstitute a bottlenek.
For eah model of fairness, we propose a pessimisti radio resoure sharing onstituting a lower bound of
the apaity, and an optimisti radio resoure sharing onstituting an upper bound.
4.1 Node-oriented fairness
4.1.1 A pessimisti resoure sharing senario
A lower bounding linear program is obtained when loal radio resoure sharing onstraints model a pessimisti
behavior of the MAC layer. Indeed, two simultaneous ommuniations (A→B) and (C→D) are ahievable only
if (A,C), (A,D), (B,C) and (B,D) are not neighbors. A 2-ontention exists.
Thus, a pessimisti resoure sharing is ahieved if the transmission of one node is bloking all its 2-
neighborhood (g. 1). If the enter or one of its 2-neighbors transmits a data paket, no other node in
the 2-neighborhood of the enter is allowed to send pakets. To model a node-oriented fairness, the same a-
paity is alloated to eah 2-neighbors of the enter. Naturally, this represents a worst ase, sine for example
the ouples (A,B)/(D,E) or (K,B)/(H,I) an ommuniate simultaneously in the gure 1.
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Figure 1: The 2-Neighborhood of one node
One an notie that stopping any radio ativity inludes refusing any inoming onnexion request, sine it
requires to send an aknowledgment for the reeived paket, reating ollisions.
Applying the worst ase of ontrol tra to data ommuniations leads to a pessimisti MAC loal behavior
as follows. Let be a node c, alled the enter of its 2-neighborhood.
 The radio bandwidth is uniformly distributed between all nodes in potential ontention: the enter c and
its whole 2-neighborhood, Γ2(c):
∀c, ∀u ∈ Γ2(c), T (u) ≤ BW
∆2(c)
(11)
Note, that for eah enter c, a set of ∆2(c) equations is given. In onsequene, the apaity T (u) alloated
to a node u is onstrained by ∆2(u) equations (one for eah possible enter).
 In the apaity alloated to one node, all the ontrol tra and the uniast transmissions must be shed-
uled. Additionally, a node alloates an equal apaity to eah of its neighbors:
∀u, ∀v ∈ Γ(u)− {u}, T (u, v) ≤ T (u)− Tc(u)
∆(u)− 1 (12)
The equation set (12) models the way eah node manages its available bandwidth, while set (11) model the way
the radio medium apaity is shared among the nodes.
Finally, we an remark that two nodes an send data simultaneously only if they are suiently distant, at
least 3 hops, and a less loaded node is given the same bandwidth than a fully loaded one. This set of loal
onstraints yields lp 2, whose solutions lower bound the total amount of tra supported by the network.
Linear Program 2 (Pessimisti model)
Maximize Objetive funtion on P
Subjet to
Equation set (11) node , the enter
Equation set (12) ∀ node u
Tra management for p ∀ path p
4.1.2 An optimisti resoure sharing senario
The pessimisti radio resoure sharing model tends to over-estimate the interferenes. Some ommuniations
ould be possible in a realisti protool, but are forbidden in our model. Hopefully, many protools, like
ieee 802.11, ahieve a better repartition. All the 2-neighborhood is not bloked. For example, in g.1, the
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simultaneous transmissions (A→B) and (D→E) are possible, beause the pakets are not to be understood by
C.
In onsequene, we propose here an optimisti resoure sharing model whih allows several simultaneous
transmissions in the 2-neighborhood of a node. This optimisti resoure sharing is translated in loal onstraints.
This onstitutes an upper bound sine we assume the existene of a global sheduling respeting all the loal
onstraints. In other words, the loal shedulings are assumed to be ompatible with the global unit of all loal
shedulings.
Let assume that the anal is free. One neighbor, u, of the enter sends a paket to v. All neighbors of u will
stop any ativity. When u nished the transmission, v will send a MAC aknowledgment. Thus, no neighbor
of u or v must be authorized to send a paket in order to avoid ollisions.
Let assume that another node u′ wants to send a paket. If u′ is neither neighbor of u nor of v. u′ an send a
paket. But it must hoose a destination v′ whih is not neighbor of u or v. We model the medium as a entral
entity whih alloates apaity to eah edge, and avoiding interfering edges to transmit pakets simultaneously.
This hypothesis is strongly linked to the ombinatorial onept of independent set.
Indeed, suh a ontention-free ommuniation set is an independent set, maximal for inlusion, of the graph
L1,2 (L (Gc)), dened as follows:
 Gc is the graph of the 2-neighborhood of c.
 LG = L(Gc) is the linegraph of Gc, that is the graph with one vertex per ar of Gc, and an edge between
any two verties whose orresponding ars are adjaent.
 L1,2(LG) is the graph with the same verties as LG, and an edge between any two neighboring or 2-
neighboring verties (its 2-losure).
Independent verties (i.e. pairwise non adjaent verties) of L1,2 (L (Gc)) orrespond to ontention-free
ommuniations. An inlusion-wise maximal independent set is therefore an inlusion-wise maximal set of
ommuniations that an be ativated simultaneously.
Eventually, the MAC layer ahieves a fair sharing of the bandwidth among the maximal independent sets.
fairness of the nodes must be respeted for this sharing. Let BW (I) be the bandwidth given to the independent
set I ∈ I, the set of all maximal independent sets of L1,2 (L (Gc)). BW (I) is proportional to P (I), the
probability of I to be seleted, and the bandwidth in the neighborhood of c is shared as follows:
BW (I) = P (I) ·

BW − T (c)− ∑
u∈Γ(c)−{c}
Tc(u)


⇒ BW ≥ T (c) +
∑
I∈I
BW (I) +
∑
u∈Γ(c)
Tc(u)
The total bandwidth alloated to a ommuniation link (u, v) is the sum of the bandwidth alloated to eah
independent set inluding (u, v):
T (u, v) ≤
∑
I∋(u,v)
BW (I)
T (u, v) ≤

BW − T (c)− ∑
x∈Γ(c)−{c}
Tc(x)

 ∑
I∋(u,v)
P (I)
Moreover,
∑
I∋(u,v) P (I) is exatly the probability for the ommuniation link (u, v) to be ativated by the
anal. This quantity is hene denoted P (u, v) in the following.
∀(u, v) ∈ Γ2(c)− {c}, T (u, v) ≤

BW − T (c)− ∑
x∈Γ(c)−{c}
Tc(x)

P (u, v) (13)
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Unfortunately, on arbitrary network topologies, P (I) and P (u, v) annot be omputed unless the whole set
I is known, and I has an exponential size. We therefore build a stohasti estimation of P (u, v), denoted
freq(u, v) in the following.
These frequenies freq(u, v) must absolutely take into aount the fairness among the nodes. We propose
in onsequene the following algorithm to onstrut an independent set:
 While at least one not bloked node exists, take randomly one, say u
 hose randomly one neighbor v of u whih is not bloked
 If v exists, ativate the ommuniation (u, v) and mark all the neighbors of u and v as bloked
 else, mark u as bloked
If this algorithm is repeated n times, freq(u, v) is equal to the proportion of the ases where the edge (u, v) was
seleted. Note that eah edge is direted: the edge (u, v) will not reeive the same amount of tra as (v, u).
In order to omplete the model, ontrol and topology maintenane tra generated by the routing algorithms
is to be ompletely taken into aount. The equation set (13) models that when a neighbor of the enter c emits
ontrol tra, c has to stop any radio ativity. On the other hand, the 2-neighbors of c will inlude their ontrol
tra into their alloated bandwidth.
The bandwidth is distributed per link: a node is not allowed to distribute loally the tra to eah of its
link. Indeed, the apaity alloation take into aount the speiities of eah link, and partiularly the fat
that several links an send information simultaneously. If the node hooses to redistribute the apaity of an
unloaded link to another of its links, the interferene onstraints ould be violated. Suh a behavior must be
avoided.
The last optimisti aspet of this model is that the ombinations of the loal onstraints might not yield a
feasible share of the global apaity. As a matter of fat, the union of the loal independent sets might not be
a global independent set. In other words, the global onstraints are stronger that the union of the loal ones.
The linear program 3 neglets this fat, yielding an upper bound on the global apaity of the network.
Linear Program 3 (Optimisti model)
Maximize Objetive funtion on P
Subjet to
Equation set (13) ∀ link (u, v) ∈ E
Tra management for p ∀ path p
4.1.3 Flexibility of the models
We use the transmitter-reeiver model for the representation of interferenes [15℄: two links an be ativated
simultaneously if they are at least 2 hops far in the linegraph L (Gc). However, our approah is generi for any
other interferene model. In the lower bound, we an onstrut the set ontaining one node C and all the nodes
whih an interfere with its transmissions. The lower bound will distribute the same apaity to eah node in
this set.
In the same way, the upper bound ould be onstruted with any interferene model. The linegraph L (Gc)
will simply be replaed by any onit graph (two edges are neighbors in a onit graph if they are interfering).
Two edges an be simultaneously ativated if they are not neighbors in the onit graph. Thus, in omputing
frequenies freq(u, v), a node n is onsidered as bloked if no edge (n, x) exists suh that (n, x) and (u, v) are
not neighbors in the onit graph.
In the previous models, we hose to present only the transmitter-reeiver interferene model for a sake of
larity for the expliations.
4.2 Link-oriented fairness
Here are presented lower and upper bounds with a fairness oriented on edges. Instead of distributing an equal
apaity to eah node in ompetition to aess to the medium, here is distributed muh apaity to nodes whih
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have more neighbors, and thus more tra to forward. In onsequene, is proposed here a link-oriented fairness.
Sine the previous models in setion 4.1 are very similar, we hose to present only the major dierenes.
Let introdue the following notation:
 LG: the linegraph of G1
 γk: the k-neighborhood in LG of one edge e in G. Eah link e is direted.
 δk: |γk|
4.2.1 A pessimisti resoure sharing senario
We keep on proposing a pessimisti radio resoure sharing. However, instead of distributing the apaity to
verties, we onstrut for eah edge in the graph the set of its neighborhood in the onit graph. If one edge
is ative, it is potentially in onit with eah edge in this set. Moreover, the same apaity is alloated to eah
edge. In onsequene:
∀e ∈ E, ∀f ∈ γ2(e), T (f) ≤
BW −∑(u,x)∈γ2(e) Tc(u)
δ2(e)
(14)
Additionally to data pakets, a node must send ontrol tra. The equation 12 of the previous lower bound
keeps on holding. Finally, we obtain the following linear program lp 4:
Linear Program 4 (Pessimisti model)
Maximize Objetive funtion on P
Subjet to
Equation set (14) edge e
Equation set (12) ∀ node u
Tra management for p ∀ path p
We an remark that the lower bounds with link-oriented and node-oriented fairness are not omparable. A
dierent behavior of the MAC layer is modeled. Thus the apaity of the network depends on the protool
hosen to allow onurrent aess to the medium.
4.2.2 An optimisti resoure sharing senario
The upper bound with an link-oriented fairness knows less modiations. The only detail to hange is the
amount of apaity to distribute to eah edge. Indeed, only the algorithm omputing the freq(u, v) (apaity
alloated to eah link in the 2-neighborhood of one node) must be hanged. We propose the following new
algorithm:
 While at least one not bloked edge exists, take randomly one, say (u, v)
 Mark as bloked any other edge interfering with (u, v)
If this algorithm is repeated n times, freq(u, v) is equal to the proportion of the ases where the edge (u, v)
was seleted. Note that eah edge is here also direted. Besides, eah edge does not reeive the same amount
of apaity: some edges have potentially more interfering edges and will be hosen less frequently. However,
fairness among edges is respeted.
The remaining desription of the upper bound remains unhanged. The linear program lp 3 keeps on
holding, with the new values of freq(u, v).
1LG is the linegraph of G, f. previous paragraph for the exat denition
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5 Evaluation funtions
We dened in the previous setion a method to model the radio medium utilization. The radio resoure sharing
was translated in loal onstraints, in the form of inequalities. Therefore, any topology an ondut to a list of
inequalities exhibiting the radio resoure sharing. The objetive of the work is to model the network apaity.
Consequently, funtions to evaluate suh a apaity must be proposed. We propose here two objetive funtions:
the rst deals with the lassial denition of apaity and the seond funtion introdues the fairness.
5.0.3 Max-Sum funtion
The apaity is often desribed as the maximal throughput ahievable in the network. Thus the objetive
funtion an be:
Max

∑
p∈P
f(p)


(15)
In suh an approah, the network is onsidered in its totality: the objetive is not individual. Thus, a network
privileges some ows whih present the lowest onstraints on the radio interferenes. In onsequene, some ows
will surely be null, beause they onsume too resoures. Partiularly, a ow an be multihops, meaning that
a paket of this ow must be forwarded, and reate more interferenes. Consequently, the tra pattern will
surely be onstituted by an independent set of single hop ows. Therefore, a determined soure and destination
ouple an be impossible. Aording to us, this ould onstitute a misinterpretation of the real apaity of
an ad ho network for many appliations. Nevertheless, this formulation gives an upper bound of the global
ahievable apaity.
5.0.4 Max-Min funtion
A fairness among the ows an be introdued. In suh a ase, the objetive funtion an be formulated as:
Max (Minp∈Pf(p)) (16)
In suh an approah, a minimal bandwidth is guaranteed for eah ow in the network in suh a way that the
multihops ows are not handiapped. The global ahievable throughput will surely be inferior to the max-
sum funtion ase, sine more interfering ows must ohabit. Nevertheless, we assume suh an approah more
representative of the general expeted behavior of an ad ho network. Additionally, the fairness ratio introdued
in [15℄ ould very well be adapted in this approah, although we hose to not give the orresponding results
here sine it represents more a tuning parameter.
6 Speial-Case Study: the line
We propose in this setion to study the ases of the line to illustrate our proposition. The apaity is evaluated
through the two objetive funtions max-sum and max-min. To simplify the expliations, the ontrol tra
is onsidered null. In the same way, the apaity is equal to one unit. In the max-min ase, x represents the
throughput of eah node.
Let be the topology illustrated in gure 2. The Aess Point is plaed on the left extremity. The line ontains
n nodes, and the ap.
6.1 Vertex-oriented fairness
♥
ap
❦
1
11
5❄ ❄ ❄ ❄
the node 2 is onstrained by 4 other nodes
❦
2
❦
3
❦
4
❦
5
. . .
❦
n
Figure 2: the ase of the line (pessimisti model)
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 max-sum: the bottlenek will appear in the node 1. 1 will forward all its tra to the ap. However, 1
has four 2-neighbors. Thus, 1 has 15 of the medium apaity. The half of this apaity is reserved for the
edge (1,AP), and the other part for the edge (1,2). Finally, max-sum = 110 .
 max-min: the node 1 will represent the bottlenek in the network. Let x be the tra sent by eah node.
1 must reeive and forward the tra of the (n − 1)X other nodes, and send its own tra to the ap.
Sine the node 2 has four 2-neighbors and the node 1 is a 2-neighbor of 2, the apaity 14+1 is alloated
to the node 1, whih splits this apaity in the edge (ap, 1) and (1, ap). Finally, the apaity alloated
to the node 1 is used for the tra of n nodes: 110 ≤ (n− 1)x+ x. Finally, max-min = 110n
Optimisti model
 max-sum: the node 1 sends all its tra to the ap. If the enter is the node 1, all its tra and the tra
sent through (2, 3)
2
must be inferior to the apaity. In the same way, if 2 is the enter, the following
stables exist:
 (ap, 1) & (3, 4)
 (ap, 1) & (4, 3)
 (1, ap) & (3, 4)
 (1, ap) & (4, 3)
Thus, freq(1,ap) = 12 . Sine, the node 2 sends no tra, the node 1 will have the total apaity. Finally,
max-sum = 12
♥
ap
1
st
stable
❦
1
❦
2
enter
❦
3
1
st
stable
❦
4
❦
5
. . .
❦
n
Figure 3: The ase of the line (optimisti model)
 max-min: the node 1 will onstitute here also the bottlenek. It sends x tra and must forward the
tra of (n − 1) nodes. The most-onstrained set is the 2-neighborhood of the node 2. The following
holds:
 Through the link (1,ap) must be sent the tra x(n)
 Through the link (4, 3) must be sent the tra x(n− 3)
 The node 2 must additionally send the tra x(n− 1)
The frequenies omputed for the max-sum objetive do not hange. Thus, we have the following on-
straints:
x(n) ≤ [1− x(n− 1)] · 1
2
3
(17)
x(n− 3) ≤ [1− x(n− 1)] · 1
2
4
(18)
Finally, max-min = 13n−1
2
The bandwidth is shared among a enter and all its 2-neighbors
3
Sine the enter is 2, the tra alloated to (1,ap) must be inferior to the bandwidth minus the tra of 2 multiplied by the
frequeny of the link (1,ap)
4
Sine the enter is 2, the tra alloated to (4, 3) must be inferior to the bandwidth minus the tra of 2 multiplied by the
frequeny of the link (4, 3)
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6.2 Edge-oriented fairness
Pessimisti model The node 1 keeps on onstituting the bottlenek. The 2-neighborhood of the edge (2, 3)
onstitutes the highest onstraint. The apaity
1
10 is alloated to eah edge of this set sine exatly 10 edges
are 2-neighbors of (2, 3).
 max-sum: The node 1 sends all its tra to the ap via the link (ap, 1). Thus, max-sum = 110
 max-min: The node 1 must send its own tra and forward the tra of the line, n − 1 nodes. In
onsequene, max-min = 110n .
We an remark that for the line, the max-min remains unhanged whatever the fairness is (vertex-oriented
or edge-oriented).
Optimisti model Sine the frequenies do not hange, the upper bound remains unhanged for the edge
oriented fairness.
7 Results
7.1 Input Parameters
Our objetive is to estimate the apaity inherent to dierent routing protools. To reah this goal, the behavior
of some routing protools were simulated with OPNET Modeler [19℄. More preisely, topologies from 20 to 60
nodes with an average degree of 20 nodes were generated. Then, OLSR, Wu & Li, somom and VSR were
implemented and simulated on these topologies. The omputed routes and the overhead were diretly extrated
from the simulations to be used in our lp formulation. We hose to model 2 dierent tra patterns: in an
ad-ho network, all the possible routes are omputed, in an hybrid network, only routes toward the Aess Point
are omputed.
To have a representative view of the dierent routing approahes, 3 main protools were simulated:
 OLSR: this protool is relevant to represent the behavior of at routing protools. Partiularly, shortest
routes are omputed, and the overhead is extrated diretly from the simulations. Other routing protools
omputing the same routes will surely oer a similar apaity.
 Wu & Li - Routing via the bakbone: Only the bakbone topology is used, radio links between two
bakbone lients being onsidered logially deativated. It is important to notie that in this ase, the
useless radio links keep on reating radio interferenes, dereasing potentially the apaity. Besides, the
original algorithm of Wu & Li [29℄ proposes to ompute a bakbone suh that the shortest routes pass
through the bakbone. However, in this artile, we used the most eient algorithm [4℄: it optimizes the
bakbone ardinality, reduing the bakbone redundany. However, in this ase, the bakbone routes are
not shortest routes. The overhead generated by a link-state routing protool would be in this ase redued
but the route length an inrease.
 VSR & somom: In the ad ho approah (VSR version), routes use the luster topology, potentially
longer than the shortest radio routes. In the hybrid approah (somom version), routes use uniquely the
bakbone topology, for whih the AP represents the root. Finally, the overhead is diretly extrated from
the simulations.
Finally, the following sheme was proposed to ompute the network apaity:
1. One topology of x nodes was simulated (x ∈ [20..60])
2. A routing protool was simulated giving overheads and routes (either in ad-ho or in hybrid mode)
3. Starting from the topology, the onstraints modeling the radio resoure sharing were extrated
4. The onstraints modeling the ows were obtained from the routes
5. The apaity is nally omputed with Cplex [10℄ from this list of onstraints and the objetive funtion
(either max− sum or max−min funtion, f. setion 5).
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Figure 4: Comparison of the objetive funtions in an ad-ho network using at routing (link-oriented fairness)
7.2 Results
In this setion, we investigate the apaity of the at and self-organized strutured routing protools. We
assume that the radio bandwidth is normalized to 1. First, general remarks on the evolution of the apaity
with an inreasing number of nodes is given. Then, the apaities inherent to dierent routing protools in an
ad-ho and hybrid network are ompared.
7.2.1 General evolution of the apaity
First, the general evolution of the apaity in MANET is evaluated with the link-oriented fairness, maximizing
the minimum apaity alloated to eah ow in a at network (g. 4). In a MANET, all the possible routes are
omputed. Thus, if the network omprises n nodes, n(n− 1) paths are omputed. With a at routing protool,
we an remark that the apaity per ow dereases when the number of nodes inreases: the number of ows
grows, reating potentially more ontentions. Consequently, the bandwidth alloated to eah ow will surely
derease, orroborating the results of [8℄. Oppositely, the total aggregated throughput sent aross the network
remains onstant: many ows will with high probability pass through the enter of the network sine shortest
paths are used. Thus, the enter will represent a bottlenek, limiting the spatial reutilization of frequenies.
Finally, we an note that the optimisti and the pessimisti resoure sharing present a very lose apaity.
7.2.2 Ad-ho networks
The apaity of ad-ho networks aording to dierent routing protools is evaluated. In a rst time, the
apaity with the max-min objetive and with a link-oriented fairness bandwidth sharing is studied (g. 5).
We an remark for the same reason as desribed previously that the apaity dereases when the number of
nodes inreases. The at routing protool presents the highest apaity: shortest routes in the initial network
limit the route length, and onsequently present less interferenes. The VSR protool whih uses the bakbone
only for ooding, and omputes shortest routes on the luster topology does not inrease greatly the length.
Thus, the apaity of VSR and a at routing protool are very lose in MANET. Oppositely, Wu & Li whih
omputes shortest routes through the bakbone tends to lengthen the average route. Besides, only bakbone
nodes will route pakets, reating a bottlenek in the network. In onsequene, Wu & Li protool presents the
lowest apaity.
In a seond time, the apaity is evaluated with the node-oriented fairness bandwidth sharing (g. 6). The
apaity of OLSR and VSR is very slightly impated by a dierent fairness model. On the other hand, the
apaity presented by Wu & Li is lower: the bakbone nodes onentrate all the tra. Thus, the bakbone
lients reeive a disproportioned bandwidth, reating oppositely a bottlenek in the bakbone.
Finally, we maximize the global network throughput using the max-sum objetive (g. 7). With suh
a maximization, short routes will be advantaged sine they reate less radio interferenes. Thus, the global
apaity does not derease when the network ardinality inreases. We an even remark that with the optimisti
bandwidth sharing, the global apaity inreases: the degree being onstant, the diameter inreases, allowing
a spatial reutilization of the radio medium. This orroborates the results of [8℄. Oppositely, the pessimisti
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Figure 5: Capaity of an ad-ho network with the max-min objetive (link-oriented fairness)
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Figure 8: Capaity of an hybrid network with the max-min objetive (link-oriented fairness)
resoure sharing tends to over-estimate the interferenes, limiting the spatial re-utilization in small networks.
Besides, we an remark that OLSR and VSR present a very lose apaity, whatever the objetive funtion
is. The apaity of Wu & Li remains muh lower. Furthermore, the apaity in an optimisti resoure sharing
does not inrease as fast as in OLSR or VSR. In onlusion, in an ad ho network, a self-organization sheme
does not impat severely on the apaity: OLSR and VSR oer a very similar apaity. Although routes are
sometimes longer, and some nodes are overloaded, the network does not exhibit severe bottleneks.
7.2.3 Hybrid networks
In a seond time, the apaity with the max-min objetive and the link-oriented fairness sharing in hybrid
networks is studied (g. 8). In an hybrid network, the Aess Point onstitutes either the soure or the
destination of eah ow. Thus, in a network with n nodes, exatly n ows exist. More preisely, sine eah
ow reates a bidiretional tra, 2n routes are omputed. Consequently, the apaity per ow is muh higher
than in a MANET (g. 8 and 9). OLSR oers an higher apaity than somom and Wu & Li: the Aess Point
represents the bottlenek of the hybrid network, but the at routing protool distributes eiently the route.
The bakbone of Wu & Li presents an higher throughput than somom: the rst one seems more eient in
hybrid networks to distribute the load among the bakbone nodes.
Finally, we an remark that the fairness model does not present any impat in an hybrid network: the
apaity with the node-oriented fairness resoure sharing (g. 9) remains unhanged.
In hybrid networks, a self-organization protool seems to oer a degraded apaity ompared to a at
routing protool. Thus, an eient bakbone onstrution protool optimizing the load distribution among the
neighbors of the AP must be proposed.
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8 Conlusion and future work
This paper fouses on generi methods for evaluating the apaity of MANets. Our approah onsists in modeling
radio resoure sharing priniples of 802.11-like MAC protools as a set of linear onstraints. We propose two
MAC layer fairness models. One assumes that the probability to aess the radio hannel is uniformly distributed
among the nodes, while the other one assumes that for the radio links. For eah of these fairness models, we
propose a pessimisti and an optimisti senario of the spatial-reutilization of the medium.
These models are not integrated with a partiular routing sheme. They just need as input the overhead
and routes for a given routing protool. This work onstitutes therefore a relevant framework for evaluating
and omparing the apaity of dierent routing protools.
We apply this framework to ahieve a omparative analysis of at and self-organized strutured routing
protools. We have shown that the apaity provided by VSR and a at routing protool (OLSR) are similar.
Self-organization shemes seem therefore to be a relevant hoie for routing in MANets, sine they ombine
robustness, salability and eieny. However, the strategy proposed by Wu & Li, whih onsists in sending all
the tra through the bakbone, has a too strong impat on the apaity to be pratial.
When onsidering hybrid networks, both self-organized strutures follow the Wu & Li strategy, onsequently
providing a muh lower apaity than the at routing protool. Self-organization shemes must therefore be
improved for beoming an eligible solution. A relevant strategy seems to try to distribute the tra in the
neighborhood of the aess point, while urrent shemes onentrate it on a few radio links.
In the lose future, we plan to pursue our omparison ampaign by inluding the other main at routing
protools (AODV, DSR , DSDV. . . ), even though we onjeture that there performanes should theoretially
be similar to those of OLSR. We are also interested in evaluating multi-path routing protools [2℄, sine they
have been proposed for improving the throughput of the network.
This work yields also an appealing question. Given an estimation of the apaity of a network, how to
design a distributed routing protool or a self-organization sheme in order to provide the maximal throughput
? Besides, we are looking for more realisti models for the (un-)fairness of 802.11 MAC layer, and willing to
investigate its impat on the overall apaity of MANets .
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